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heatapp! in office buildings 
 

     
 
heatapp! also for companies 
 

Particularly in office buildings or doctor's surgeries, unnecessarily high heating costs are often 

incurred. The rooms are hardly used after 6 p.m., on weekends or during holidays, but the heating 

usually runs continuously. 
 

Here heatapp! offers an enormous saving potential. With a heatapp! system up to 24 rooms with 

four radiators each (with wall heating) can be controlled separately.  
 

Simply set up switching times for individual rooms or room groups in heatapp! and save energy 

immediately.  
 
The system can also be controlled via the app at any time. 
 

Can every employee then operate the system automatically? 

 

There are 3 different profiles (rolls) which can be created: 

 

 Owner: Can control all rooms - has access to all settings, menu heatapp! base and menu 

heatapp! gateway - limited rights in the "Expert" area 

 Expert: Rights like owner- Extended access to all settings in the "Expert" area (incl. heating 

parameters) - no right to view integrated images (data protection) / at best this is the 

responsible installer 

 User: Can control rooms for which he has permission - access to settings "My profile", "Cycle 

times", "Design", "Live view 

 

You can create as many users as you want. Each user must be assigned the appropriate rights. This is 

done on the one hand by selecting the user role (expert / administrator / user) when creating a new 

user. Experts and owner have all access rights and operating options. The "User" user role has no 

administrative rights. Therefore, the rooms must also be assigned to the individual users. Experts or 
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owners select the Settings/User or Settings/Rooms and define which user is assigned 

operating rights for which rooms. After the room assignment, the user can see the rooms assigned to 

him and operate them to their full extent (including scenes, cycle times and desired temperatures). 

 

In an office, for example, each employee can be assigned his or her own office, so that he or she can 

control the temperature there and only there. 
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